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Abstract

BoRiS is a 3D scrape-off layer (SOL) transport code under development to solve a system of plasma fluid equations.

Using a simplified SOL model including particle continuity, parallel momentum and energy equations for both elec-

trons and ions, BoRiS is tested in different geometries. To verify its proper operation in 1D and 2D cases, BoRiS

solutions are compared to the results obtained with the established UEDGE code. In addition to these benchmarks

some results for 3D problems are obtained.
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1. Introduction

As a 3D SOL transport code solving a system of

plasma fluid equations, BoRiS is strongly influenced by

the experiences derived from modelling edge physics in

fusion devices with model-validated 2D codes like B2-

Eirene [1,2] and UEDGE [3,4]. BoRiS is being developed

to describe edge physics phenomena in 3D systems like

the new W7-X stellarator, as well as 3D effects in 2D

configurations such as localized gas puffs in tokamaks or

stellarators [5].

BoRiS is a general finite volume 3D code capable of

dealing with mixed convection/conduction problems. It

uses magnetic (Boozer) coordinates (s; h;/) to describe a
complex 3D geometry. In this ansatz, standard discret-

ization methods developed with other codes can be ap-

plied [6]. The physics model in BoRiS currently

considers four equations for plasma density, parallel

momentum and both electron and ion temperatures

which represent a simplified edge physics model. Al-

though simple, this model already reflects the main

characteristics of an edge plasma, e.g., the competition

between convection and diffusion depending on the

plasma parameters. During its development process, our

new code needs to be benchmarked with existing codes

to prove the numerical technique and the reliabilty of

the code [7]. Since there are many conceptional simi-

larities, a direct comparison between BoRiS and

UEDGE is of particular interest.

2. Set of equations

The benchmarks and tests described in this work

were conducted with the following simplified SOL

physics model:

o

ot
nþ ~rrkðn~uukÞ � ~rr?ðD?~rr?nÞ ¼ 0; ð1Þ

o

ot
ðminukÞ þ ~rrkðminu2k � gk

~rrk~uukÞ

þ ~rr?ð�mi~uukD?~rr?n� g?
~rr?~uukÞ ¼ ~rrkðpe þ piÞ; ð2Þ
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Here we have equal ion and electron density ni ¼ ne ¼ n,
the parallel velocity uk (defined according to ~uu ¼~uuk þ
~uu? ¼~uuk � D?~rr?n=n) and the temperatures Te and Ti for
both electrons and ions, respectively. The ion mass is mi.
In addition there are the parallel and perpendicular

conductivities, jak and ja?, the parallel and perpendicular
viscosities gk and g?, and an anomalous diffusivity, D?.

The perpendicular conductivities and viscosities are also

assigned anomalous values to model plasma turbulence.

The source term Qei accounts for the heat exchange
between electrons and ions, while pe ¼ nTe and pi ¼ nTi
represent the thermal pressure of electrons and ions re-

spectively. The above system (1)–(4) is written with re-

spect to the physically relevant directions defined by the

left-handed curvilinear system ~BB, ~rrs, ~rrs	~BB (k, ?1, ?2,
respectively). The above time dependencies can be taken

into account in order to resolve the time evolution of the

system. A related development is a 3D fluid model for

neutrals within the BoRiS framework [5]. An equation

for the electrostatic potential will be included in the

future.

3. 1D benchmark

The first test of BoRiS using the four plasma Eqs.

(1)–(4) is for a simple 1D SOL physics problem (for

hydrogen only). For this case all perpendicular (?)
terms can be omitted from Eqs. (1)–(4). This 1D setup

considers a magnetic field line connecting a point at the

midplane with a point on the target plate. The length of

this field line is chosen to be 35 m. The boundary con-

ditions for the different quantities are as follows:

At the midplane the density is fixed to n ¼ 1019 m�3,

the parallel velocity is fixed to 0:01cs (cs ¼ ððTe þ TiÞ=
miÞ1=2 being the ion acoustic speed) and the temperatures
of electrons and ions are fixed to Te ¼ Ti ¼ 100 eV. At
the target plate we assumed normal sheath conditions,

which gives uk ¼ cs. Since there are no particle sources,
the particle flux Cn is a constant, thereby determining the
plate density to be n ¼ Cn=cs. The temperatures Te and Ti
are determined by their corresponding heat fluxes Ce;iq ¼
de;iTe;iCn with the sheath coefficients de;i. The sheath co-
efficients were chosen to be de ¼ 5 and di ¼ 3:5. For our
benchmark we consider a Coulomb logarithm of K ¼ 10.

The results for this setup were compared to the ones

obtained with two other edge transport codes (UEDGE

and B2) solving the same problem. UEDGE uses the

same numerical methods as BoRiS (see also the more

detailed discussion in the last section), whereas B2 uses

an iterative method solving the individual equations and

then converging the complete set of equations by loop-

ing over them. These comparisons are shown in Figs. 1

and 2. While the electron temperature is almost con-

stant, the ion temperature decreases slightly between the

midplane and the target plate. According to this be-

haviour, the pressure gradient forcing the parallel ve-

locity from 0:01cs at the midplane to cs at the target
plate must almost completely come from the density

which subsequently drops about two orders of magni-

tude. The small differences of the solutions of BoRiS, B2

and UEDGE for density and parallel velocity diminish

with increasing grid resolution (see also discussion in the

next section).
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Fig. 1. Electron and ion temperatures along a field line.
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Fig. 2. Plasma density and parallel velocity along a field line.
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4. 2D benchmark

A 2D test of BoRiS uses the basic setup of the 1D test

case, but extended by adding another dimension (?)
with appropriate boundary conditions. This configura-

tion consists of a slab with overall dimensions charac-

teristic for SOL physics phenomena: 35 m total length

along the magnetic field, ~BB, and 0.1 m total width per-
pendicular to ~BB. Again the magnetic field lines connect
one end which represents the midplane with another end

representing a target plate. Along one side of the slab,

we consider contact with a plasma and heat source

prevailing over 70% of its entire length and thus repre-

senting a core boundary. The remaining 30% of this side

is referred to as the private flux region. Accordingly the

adjacent boundary represents the wall boundary of the

plasma. The boundary conditions for this case are as

follows:

At the core boundary,the density is fixed to n ¼ 1019
m�3, the parallel velocity is fixed to uk ¼ 0 m/s, and both
the electron and ion temperatures are fixed to

Te ¼ Ti ¼ 100 eV. The midplane boundary is considered
a symmetry plane and boundary conditions are set ac-

cordingly. For the parallel velocity this means uk ¼ 0 m/
s, while all other quantities have zero gradients. At the

wall boundary, we assume all quantities to develop a

gradient depending on an individual scale length l
specifying an outflow condition. Here we choose

l ¼ 5	 10�2 m for all quantities. At the private flux
boundary, a condition similar to the one set at the wall is

imposed, the only difference being steeper gradients re-

sulting from l ¼ 1	 10�2 m for all quantities. At the
target plate all quantities are again constrained sheath

conditions. We assume K ¼ 10 and anomalous perpen-
dicular transport coefficients je? ¼ ji? ¼ g?=mi ¼ D?n
with D? ¼ 1 m2/s.
The results of our test are again compared to the

results obtained with UEDGE solving the same prob-

lem. Figs. 3 and 4 show the 2D character of the solution

and the quality of agreement between the two codes. The

electron temperature is not shown since it varies mostly

in the perpendicular direction (as Ti does), and the
agreement between the two codes is again very close.
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Fig. 3. Ion temperature (left) and parallel velocity (right) as obtained with BoRiS (solid red) and UEDGE (dotted blue).
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Fig. 4. Plasma density with a 10	 10 (top) and 40	 40 (bot-
tom) mesh as obtained with BoRiS (solid red) and UEDGE

(dotted blue).
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According to the boundary conditions, the solution

shows the characteristic features of this 2D problem.

The core region feeds the domain with hot plasma by an

influx due to the perpendicular gradient. The plasma is

then accelerated along the field lines towards the target

plate where it arrives with local ion acoustic speed.

Along the private flux boundary there is an outflux of

plasma being represented by a rather steep gradient in

density and temperature. The maximum value of the

parallel velocity is related to a pressure gradient which is

almost exclusively caused by a significant drop of the

density from upstream along the magnetic field to

downstream, which is again due to the almost un-

changed temperatures. The comparisons shown in Fig. 3

were obtained with a 20	 20 mesh and are found to be
in good agreement. However, there are slight differences

found. The plots in Fig. 4 are to illustrate the origin of

these differences. They show two results obtained with

different mesh resolution. The upper plot corresponds to

a 10	 10 mesh and the lower one to a 40	 40 mesh.
The improved agreement for the 40	 40 case indicates
that the differences observed so far are only due to the

differences in the meshes (see Section 6) used internally

by the two codes.

5. 3D tests

In this section, we describe a 3D test case in a simple

slab geometry with dimensions (x; y; z). To match the
typical lengths in SOL physics, we choose Lx ¼ 0:1 m,
Ly ¼ 0:1 m and Lz ¼ 35 m. In BoRiS, this slab in real
space geometry is internally represented by a corre-

sponding slab in generalized coordinates (magnetic co-

ordinates) (s; h;/) which are normalized to unity. In our

case we choose (x; y; z) to be perfectly aligned with the
direction of (s; h;/) respectively. We assume the fol-
lowing boundary conditions:

Both the / ¼ 0 and / ¼ 1 boundaries represent tar-
get plates with the appropriate sheath conditions being

set for all quantities. At s ¼ 0 we define a core boundary
for 0:36/ < 0:7. Here, the density is again fixed to
n ¼ 1019 m�3, the parallel velocity is set uk ¼ 0 m/s and
both electron and ion temperatures are fixed to

Te ¼ Ti ¼ 100 eV. Also at s ¼ 0, we define a private flux
boundary with a unique scale length l ¼ 10�2 m con-
straining all quantities for both 06/ < 0:3 and
0:76/ < 1. The s ¼ 1 surface represents a wall
boundary and a unique scale length l ¼ 5	 10�2 m is set
for all quantities. The h ¼ 1 boundary is then connected
with the h ¼ 0 boundary periodically. To generate a 3D
variation, we divided the s ¼ 0 boundary at h ¼ 0:5. For
06 h < 0:5 the conditions described above are main-
tained. For 0:56 h < 1 the boundary conditions are
changed by setting a scale length l ¼ 10�2 m for all
quantities. The results for this test as performed on a

10	 10	 20 mesh are given in Figs. 5–7. As in the 2D
case discussed above, the core boundary is characterized

by its high density and high temperatures according to

the boundary conditions. There is particle flow into the

volume along the gradient perpendicular to the field and

then along the field lines with increasing parallel veloc-

ity. Both the electron and ion temperature remain al-

most constant along the magnetic field and show a

decrease perpendicular to it. Unlike our 2D case, this

setup shows a symmetry around / ¼ 0:5, which is most
clearly visible in Fig. 6 showing the absolute value of uk.
The 3D nature can be seen from the change of profiles

taken at different h positions as well as the periodicity in
h.
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Fig. 5. Electron (left) and ion temperature (right) in a 3D slab at h ¼ constant.
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6. Numerical performance

One reason to compare BoRiS and UEDGE on

certain test cases is that they are similar in how to deal

with a system of model equations being coupled. Both

BoRiS and UEDGE solve for all quantities simulta-

neously using the Newton method. Moreover they uti-

lize a variety of similar sophisticated solvers [6]. The

results discussed in this work were obtained with a

sparse iterative solver GMRES(m) in combination with

ILU(0) and ILUT(p; s) pre-conditioning in BoRiS and
UEDGE respectively. According to these similarities, we

compared the convergence behaviour of both BoRiS

and UEDGE for two different variants of the above 2D

benchmark. The result is given in Fig. 8. The first two

curves in Fig. 8 correspond to a case where the calcu-

lation started from flat profiles for all quantities

(n ¼ 1019 m�3, uk ¼ 0 m/s, Te ¼ Ti ¼ 100 eV) with the
boundary conditions described in Section 4. This cal-

culation was performed in a real time dependent mode
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Fig. 6. Absolute parallel velocity in a 3D slab at h ¼ constant.
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Fig. 7. Plasma density in a 3D slab at h ¼ constant.
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with progressively increasing time steps and reaches

convergence after 20 time steps. Both curves for BoRiS

and UEDGE show a very similar behaviour even though

there are some differences. The second pair of much

faster decaying residuals corresponds to a case with in-

finite time step using the result of the first test as an

initial guess, but changing the boundary conditions at

the core to n ¼ 2	 10�19 m�3 and Te ¼ Ti ¼ 50 eV. Again
both codes show a very similar convergence behaviour.

The differences observed so far may arise from the fact

that the residuals considered were not exactly the same

quantities and thus reflect the qualitative behaviour only.

As already mentioned in Section 4 there are some

differences in the grids used internally by both BoRiS and

UEDGE. These differences are in the exact locations of

grid points and the positioning of guard cells which are

used to impose boundary conditions. Another difference

is the fact that UEDGE utilizes a staggered grid for the

velocity while BoRiS has one grid for all quantities only.

In performing the tests described above we try to

exclude all possible differences. For the interpolation

this means that both BoRiS and UEDGE use 3-point

and 5-point stencils for the 1D and 2D cases respec-

tively. Along the parallel direction we allow for con-

vection–diffusion corrections and use only linear

interpolation in the perpendicular direction. In its 3D

test case, BoRiS uses a 7-point stencil for interpolation.

7. Conclusions

A simplified SOL physics model including equations

for the density, parallel momentum and both electron

and ion temperatures is successfully introduced into

BoRiS. With respect to its inherent similarities, BoRiS is

tested on 1D and 2D problems and compared to the

SOL transport code UEDGE. These comparisons show

both the solutions and the numerical behaviour to be in

agreement with the predictions derived from the

UEDGE code. To show its capability of solving 3D

problems, BoRiS is also tested on a 3D case, thus pro-

viding a hierarchy of test problems. Current work on

BoRiS is focussed on the extension of the physics model,

an extension towards more complex grids and on par-

allelization to meet the numerical needs of growing

complexity.
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